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Motivation – Quantum Histories

Historic Landmark Experiment

– spin splitting a beam of Ag atoms

Gerlach & Stern [Z Phys 1922]
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THEN & NOW

Einstein, Ehrenfest, and the quantum measurement problem
Issachar Unna and Tilman Sauer

A joint paper by Albert Einstein and
Paul Ehrenfest, published just weeks
after the results of the Stern-Gerlach
experiment became known, shows
with remarkable clarity and pre-
science the unsurmountable diffi-
culties that the experiment posed for
any classical interpretation. With a
focus on the measurement process,
rather than on the underlying the-
oretical alternatives for this experi-
mentum crucis, the authors almost
anticipate what would later be rec-
ognized as a central conceptual diffi-
culty of quantum mechanics, i.e., the
quantum measurement problem.

1. Introduction

In mid-May 1922, Albert Einstein
wrote to Max Born:

But the most interesting
these days is the experiment
by Stern and Gerlach. The
alignment of the atoms via ra-
diation and without collisions
is (according to present meth-
ods of considering the prob-
lem) not understandable.
Such an alignment should,
by the rules, take more than
100 years. Ehrenfest and I did
a little calculation of it. [1,
Doc. 190]

Some thirteen years later Max Born
wrote in his book “Atomic Physics”:

[...] Stern and Gerlach’s ex-
periment is perhaps the most
impressive evidence we have

of the fundamental difference
between classical and quan-
tum mechanics. [2, p. 127]

For many authors and teach-
ers the Stern-Gerlach experiment
has become the starting point for
teaching quantum mechanics and a
paradigm of quantum measurement
(see, for example, [3], [4, pp. 2–6],
[5, §1–5, pp. 14–18], and preceding
papers by A. Peres). It is remarkable
that Einstein and Ehrenfest sensed
this right away.

Stern and Gerlach, themselves,
were fully aware of the importance of
their results. Their seminal publica-
tion, “The experimental proof of the
directional quantization in a mag-
netic field” [6], states clearly that the
results provide a direct experimental
proof of this quantization.

Figure 1 (online color at: www.ann-phys.
org) Schematic view of the Stern-Gerlach
experiment. (Picture: Th. Knott)

Figure 2 The result of the Stern-Gerlach
experiment communicated in a postcard
to Niels Bohr. ( C⃝ Niels Bohr Archive,
Copenhagen, DK)

As is well known (e.g., [7, sec.
IV.3], [8–10]), the experiment (see
Fig. 1) showed that a beam of sil-
ver atoms passing through an inho-
mogeneous magnetic field ends up
in two narrow beams (see Fig. 2),
one of which has the atomic magne-
tons aligned, the other antialigned,
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– spins align by M1 radiation? . . . too slow

Einstein & Ehrenfest [Z Phys 1922]

“Einstein, Ehrenfest, and the quantum measurement problem”,

Unna & Sauer [Ann Phys (Berlin) 2013]
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... and the spinning electron?

• “no go”

Bohr & Mott (Como 1927) Pauli (Solvay 1930)

Brillouin (Acad Sci USA 1928)

Stern-Gerlach split vs. Lorentz blur δx
∂B

∂x

units! arctan(pz /vx);3° to the x axis. The crosses on the
figure indicate the result from the scalar model of Sec. IV.
For that model vx is determined by Eq. ~78! which leads to
vx5V2/22j21h2, where j and h are found from Eqs. ~35!.
The scalar model provides a good fit for short times.
We may try to optimize the widths of the wave packet, the

forward velocity, and the interaction time to improve the
separation of the spin components. However, it appears to be
difficult to achieve a substantially better splitting of the
spins. The principal difficulty is that if the parameters reduce
s, then there are many oscillations in the potential VL @Eq.
~69!#, before a separation can take place; i.e., the angle Df
@Eq. ~77!#, becomes large over the separation time scale.

Nevertheless, we will show in Sec. VII that we can utilize
the potential VL to obtain a substantial splitting, though it is
in a different experimental configuration to that considered
in this section.

VI. CLASSICAL SIMULATIONS

If we neglect the coupling between the two spin states, we
can write down some simple classical equations based on the
magnetic effects in the Newton equation:

m
d
dt v52ev3B6mS

]Bz

]z D ẑ. ~91!

If we use the quadrupole field ~12! and the scaled units ~32!,
we obtain

d
dt vx522~zvy1yvz!,

d
dt vy52zvx , ~92!

d
dt vz52yvx61.

As expected from Eq. ~66!, the quantity vx12yz is a con-
stant of the motion. In order to match the quantum simula-
tion, each member of the classical ensemble should have the
same value of vx12yz . This means adjusting the initial ve-
locity vx according to the initial position.
We will now try to use a swarm of classical particles to

replicate the dynamics of a wave packet. Figure 8~a! shows
the initial momenta of such a swarm. The dispersion in po-
sition and momenta have been chosen so that the initial en-
semble averages for the uncertainties match the quantum-
mechanical ones. After the interaction time we obtain the
swarms seen in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!, which can be directly

FIG. 6. Momentum distribution at ~a! t50, and ~b! the scaled
time t50.043. Other parameters are as in Fig. 5. Both the wave-
packet spin components are shown, the upper component being
shaded to indicate height, while the lower component is marked
with contour lines.

FIG. 7. The velocity vx of one of the wave-packet spin compo-
nents. The solid line shows the full quantum result computed from
the wave functions and Eq. ~78!. The quantum result for the other
spin component is extremely close to this curve. The crosses show
the result from the scalar model of Sec. IV. The diamonds show the
result from an ensemble of 50 000 classical simulations ~Sec. VI!.
Parameters are as in Fig. 5.
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spin ⬆

spin ⬇

Garraway & Stenholm [Phys Rev A 1999]

“Electrons, Stern–Gerlach magnets, and quantum mechanical

propagation”, Batelaan [Am J Phys 2002]



Our Proposal

Split an ion beam

mag.

moment
µ = −gs

eh̄

2me
S vs.

e

M
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force

Single ion beam machine 40Ca+ isotope

– segmented Paul trap – ion optics

Jacob & Schmidt-Kaler group [Phys Rev Lett 2016]

ion energy 10 keV . . . 0.1 eV

dispersions vz/δvz >∼ 500, δθ⊥ ∼ 25µrad

• implant single ions with ∼ 10 nm precision in surface
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Our Proposal

Split an ion beam

µ = −gs
eh̄

2me
S vs.

e

M
p×

simulation with dynamic spin

∼ follows rotating field

Enga, Bloom, Lew (& Erdman):

“transverse Stern–Gerlach” (≥ 1962)

Array of wires on chip

CH & al [in prep 2018]

sample trajectories

≈ 30 wires



Semiclassical trajectories

Spin & c.m. dynamics
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Stern-Gerlach Lorentz
Coulomb

(image)

average spin, deterministic motion (no splitting)

→ debate “quantum vs classical”

[Ranada & Ranada 1979;

França 2009; Arantes Ribeiro 2010 . . . ]

→ spin-polarised proton beams?

relativistic dynamics

much weaker nuclear magneton [Barber 2008]
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Spin precession

magnetic field rotates, spin rotates (in sync)
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‘Adiabatic’ (precession-averaged) force

Fy ≈Muω1 e−2κy
Ω1(Ω0 − κvz0)

Ω̃2
Sx0+

Mω2
1 e−2κy

2κ
+eB0vz0−

e2Rim

16πε0y2
symbols ×× ++ in plot ↑

cyclotron ω = eB/M , Larmor Ω = gseB/2me � ω, u ∼ h̄κ/me ∼ 100 m/s

≈ 30 wires
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Spin precession

magnetic field rotates, spin rotates (in sync)

‘Adiabatic’ (precession-averaged) force

Compensate image force
bias field B_0 = 15 G

rotating field B_1(20 um) = 19.92 G

beam velocity v = 700 m/s

wire+ to wire- dist = 30 micron

splitting: 1.715 mrad

total time: 8.571 us



Conclusions

Spin splitting of an ion beam? . . . yes.

“quantum machine”

“transverse Stern-Gerlach”

≈ 30 wires

widths δx, δvy . . . to estimate

cross quadrupole field

S ↑↓
S↔

recombine atoms → Stern-Gerlach interferometer

Margalit & Folman group, arXiv:1801.02708


